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Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact. Everything we see is a perspective, not the truth. – Marcus Aurelius
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STAYING ON TRACK

George Hosfi eld, CFA 
Principal, Chief Investment Offi cer

U.S. economic growth that for years has been 
the primary locomotive of global expansion 
is now being joined by faster growing econ-
omies overseas. As the accompanying chart 
of global manufacturing shows, an impres-
sive list of developed and emerging market 
economies is not only growing, but expanding 
at faster rates of growth. With an increasingly 
broad array of countries and regions pulling 
their weight economically, stocks both here 
and abroad are steaming ahead. Domestical-
ly, stocks have ascended to new highs amid 
robust earnings and uncharacteristically low 
volatility.

Perhaps no indicator better refl ects an in-
creasingly synchronized global expansion 
than the U.S. dollar. After peaking at the end 
of 2016, the trade-weighted dollar has de-
clined nearly 10 percent year-to-date, serving 
to amplify gains in foreign stocks and boost 
the earnings power of U.S. multinational 
companies. We view dollar weakness not as 
an indictment of the U.S. policy, but rather 
a refl ection of improving economic perfor-
mance abroad. 

Amid ongoing efforts to normalize short-
term interest rates, in October the Fed is set 
to begin shrinking its balance sheet. How-
ever, we don’t expect a material rise in long-
term rates to result as infl ation should remain 
quiescent, providing Fed Chair Janet Yellen 
the discretion to be judicious in removing 
monetary stimulus. Accordingly, we expect 
coupon-minus bond returns amid continued 
economic expansion; conditions that are un-
likely to derail the equity market.

Equity valuations are elevated, but we expect 
the weaker dollar, slowly rising rates and 
higher oil prices to provide key boosts to sec-
tors of the market we are overweight, which 
include industrials, fi nancials and energy. 

For equities in general, the onus is on compa-
nies to continue delivering the type of nota-
ble earnings growth that we have seen so far 
this year to justify higher price-to-earnings 
ratios. More broadly, we see risk and reward 
being evenly balanced among the primary 
asset classes.

Source: Strategas
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SYNCHRONICITY REDUX 

Dean Dordevic, Principal
Alternative Assets and Portfolio Management

“For the fi rst time in many years, we are seeing signs of syn-
chronized economic expansion both at home and abroad.” 
—Lael Brainard, U.S. Federal Reserve’s Board of Gover-
nors

This hasn’t happened for quite a while. For the fi rst time 
in more than a decade, virtually every signifi cant econo-
my is growing in synch. The Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) tracks 45 differ-
ent countries. All 45 will grow this year and amazing-
ly, 33 are poised to accelerate their rate of growth from 
a year ago. It is the fi rst time since 2007 that not only are 
all growing, but it represents the largest number of coun-
tries experiencing accelerating growth since 2010.1

Global synchronous expansions are very rare indeed. 
Over the last 50 years, simultaneous growth among all 
OECD countries has occurred on only three occasions: 
once in the last decade, again in the late 1980s and for a 
few years in the early 1970s. It appears that once growth 
coalesces, these cycles tend to become self-reinforcing. 

Importantly, all three of these instances of synchronous 
growth continued for a few years once they began.1

There are many reasons for this simultaneous global 
strength. Europe, which suffered mightily during the fi -
nancial crisis, has experienced a dramatic turnaround. In 
fact, growth in the 19-nation Eurozone performed as well 
as the U.S. over the past two quarters. Eurozone econom-
ic confi dence is at a 10-year high, and Euroland unem-
ployment is now at an eight-year low. This pan-Europe-
an strength has spread to Spain and Portugal and now 
even Italy is running a trade surplus.

The Japanese economy may have turned the corner as 
well. Japan’s economy grew at an annualized rate of 4 
percent in the second quarter and Japanese companies 
have seen an equally-dramatic rebound in their profi t-
ability. After being all-but-given-up-for-dead by inves-
tors two years ago, emerging economies and their fi -
nancial markets have solidly turned the corner. In many 
instances, these economies experienced events originally 
seen as not-insignifi cant stumbling blocks. “We think 
emerging Asia is on very sound footing,” said JC Sambor 
of BNP Paribas Asset Management. Describing growth 
as improving but, “Not too hot and not too cold.”2 

Sources:  Wall Street Journal, FactSet
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Never let the future disturb you. You will meet it, if you have to, with the same weapons of reason 
which today arm you against the present. – Marcus Aurelius  



Weapons of Reason footnotes and sources:

1. Josh Zumbrun, “Growth Takes Off Around the World,” The Wall Street Journal, August 24, 2017.
2. Shobhana Chandra, “U.S. Second Quarter Growth Revised Upward to 3 Percent, Signaling Momentum,” Bloomberg News,  
    August 30, 2017.
3. Mohamed El-Erian, “Next Step in Fed’s Beautiful Normalization,” Bloomberg News, September 20, 2017.
4. Nelson D. Schwartz, “Wall Street Climbing, Skips Washington’s ‘Soap Opera,’” The New York Times, August 2, 2017.
5. Jeff Sommer, “Partisan Confl ict is High, but the Market Doesn’t Care,” The New York Times, July 21, 2017.
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Signifi cantly, central bankers around the world have 
moved only very gradually with monetary tightening 
and/or liquidity withdrawal. While the European Cen-
tral Bank (ECB) and the Bank of Japan (BOJ) continue 
with their large purchases of securities i.e., quantitative 
easing, in their home markets, the Fed will soon begin the 
process of selling the massive $4.5 trillion-dollar hoard of 
securities that it acquired during the fi nancial crisis.2 It 
appears that, at least for now, fi nancial markets are tak-
ing the Fed’s de facto tightening in stride. If they do it 
right, according to Fed Chair Janet Yellen, it should be 
like “watching paint dry.”

“All this serves to fuel the adaptive expectation process 
that has created high market confi dence that central 
bankers will deliver a beautiful normalization,” said Mo-
hamed El-Erian, chief economic adviser at Allianz, the 
corporate parent of PIMCO. Adapting a phrase coined 
by Ray Dalio, El-Erian said, “They (central bankers) will 
manage a slow and orderly exit from unconventional 
measures that neither derails economic growth nor caus-
es fi nancial instability.”3

While our newspapers and airwaves are seemingly pe-
rennially consumed with political vitriol, and despite 
next-to-nothing of substance distilling out of Washing-
ton, D.C., post-election, political gridlock appears to have 
morphed into a curious positive, as well. Large business-
es and especially small businesses, seem to have conclud-
ed that we have, at least for now, reached the apogee for 
the full weight of federal regulatory burdens. “When 
Washington practices the Hippocratic oath toward busi-
ness – fi rst do no harm – it’s amazing what the American 

economy can do. None of the soap opera in Washington 
matters,” said Frank Sullivan, chief executive offi cer of 
Cleveland-based RPM International, maker of coatings 
like Rust-Oleum. “I’m in the middle of it in Cleveland, 
and small businesses are looking forward instead of back 
over their shoulders.” 

So too, U.S. consumers have stopped paring back debt 
levels and have returned to “normal” spending patterns. 
More recently, U.S. second-quarter growth was revised 
upward to the fastest pace in two years. This based upon 
stronger household spending and a larger-than-expected 
jump in business investment. Said Ellen Zentner, chief 
U.S. economist at Morgan Stanley, “This is not a 2 per-
cent economy. If you look at the domestic economy, it’s 
much stronger.”4

Perhaps the most interesting observation of all is how 
this global synchronous pulse of strength has taken so 
many investors and observers by almost complete sur-
prise. “All the attention to the U.S. election was covering 
up how much the rest of the world was improving,” said 
Adolfo Laurenti, global economist at Swiss bank, J. Safra 
Sarasin. The stock market has gone on one of the greatest 
bull runs in history, this despite rising levels of partisan 
confl ict. Ed Clissold, chief U.S. strategist with the vener-
able Ned Davis Research Group, pointed out in a recent 
memo to their clients that stocks tend to rise more when 
partisan confl ict is high and/or rising.5

The title of their memo was, “Stock Market to Politicians: 
Keep Arguing.”5
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Our logo features a bronze coin of Marcus Aurelius Antonius, Emperor of Rome from A.D. 161 to 180. According to historian Edward Gibbon, he was the 
only person in history in which “the happiness of a great people was the sole object of government.” Marcus Aurelius

 was the author of meditations that reveal a mind of great humanity, natural humility and wisdom.  
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Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD): A forum where 
45 democratic countries’ governments with 
market economies work with one another 
and more than 70 non-member economies to 
promote economic growth, prosperity and 
sustainable development. The organization 
aims to provide a setting in which govern-
ments can compare policies, seek answers to 
shared problems and identify good practices 
and coordinate both domestic and interna-
tional policies. 

The Purchasing Managers Index (PMI): 
comprises fi ve economic indicators. They in-
clude new orders, inventory levels, produc-
tion, supplier deliveries and employment. It’s 
a good indicator of the economic health of the 
manufacturing sector. A PMI of more than 50 
represents expansion of the manufacturing 
sector, compared to the previous month, and 
under 50 represents a contraction, while a 
reading at 50 indicates no change.

In an effort to provide clarity and 

explain industry-specifi c terms, we 

have included these defi nitions. For 

additional resources, you may con-

tact us at info@fergwell.com for a 

copy of our Glossary of Investment 

Terms.

Sources: 
Business Dictionary
Investopedia
Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development
Wikipedia

TOP HEAVY WITH TECH

Peter Jones, CFA
Vice President of Research

Beginning in 2014, movements in mega-cap “growth 
stocks” have largely determined the direction of the S&P 
500. The fi ve largest companies are Apple, Alphabet 
(Google), Microsoft, Facebook and Amazon, which are 
highly-correlated and account for over 14 percent of the 
index weight. Apart from technology, healthcare and fi -
nancials, these fi ve companies have a greater infl uence 
on the index return than every economic sector. Before 
this run-up in mega-cap tech, the fi ve largest companies 
were Apple, Exxon Mobil, Microsoft, General Electric 
and Johnson & Johnson, which represented four different 
industries and contributed approximately 10 percent to 
the index weight. Today, not only do the largest hold-
ings follow one theme, but they also trade at signifi cantly 
higher valuation multiples (27x earnings) than the index 
at 19x earnings. The other 495 companies in the index 

trade at a collective 18x earnings, a 5 percent discount. 

How did we get here? Returns have been extremely nar-
row since 2014. In other words, the average stock has un-
derperformed the S&P 500 by a substantial margin. Over 
this period, the largest 20 companies have accounted for 
37 percent of the index return, versus the 23 percent me-
dian over the previous 10 years. Although less extreme, 
the current market structure shares characteristics of the 
so-called “tech bubble” in the late 1990s and early 2000s. 
When the bubble fi nally burst, most active managers 
skillfully avoided these expensive tech stocks and mate-
rially outperformed the S&P 500 in 2000, 2001 and 2002. 
 
Just as the tech bubble eventually unwound, the law of 
large numbers tells us that mega-cap stocks will not out-
perform indefi nitely. After all, if a stock outgrows the 
market in perpetuity, it will eventually become the entire 
market. At this juncture, we believe it is prudent to be 
mindful of allocating too much capital to expensive me-
ga-cap tech stocks when structuring portfolios. 


